Abstract-Stereo camera systems are widely used in many real applications including indoor and outdoor robotics. They are very easy to use and provide accurate depth estimates on well-textured scenes, but often fail when the scene does not have enough texture. It is possible to help the system work better in this situation by actively projecting certain light patterns to the scene to create artificial texture on the scene surface. The question we try to answer in ths paper is what would be the best pattern(s) to project. This paper introduces optimized projection patterns based on a novel concept of (symmetric) non-recurring De Bruijn sequences, and describes algorithms to generate such sequences. A projected pattern creates an artificial texture which does not contain any duplicate patterns over epipolar lines within certain range, thus it makes the correspondence match simple and unique. The proposed patterns are compatible with most existing stereo algorithms, meaning that they can be used without any changes in the stereo algorithm and one can immediately get much denser depth estimates without any additional computational cost. It is also argued that the proposed patterns are optimal binary patterns, and finally a few experimental result using stereo and space-time stereo algorithms are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
For general passive stereo systems it is very hard to find correspondences in large textureless regions. Imagine you are asked to paint some patterns on a big white wall, so that a robot with a stereo system can see the wall. What would be the pattern to be drawn?
In reality, most of indoor surfaces are not well textured and this makes stereo systems hard to estimate the location and shape of surfaces. If it is allowed to actively project certain patterns to the scene to help the stereo system, what would be the pattern to project?
This paper describes how we frame this question, how we make such a projection pattern, and how we can measure the optimality of the projection pattern. The main contribution of this paper can be summerized as follows:
• A novel concept of 'non-recurring De Bruijn sequences ' which adapts the property of De Bruijn sequences for this application.
• A generic algorithm to generate the sequences, and a few specialized algorithms for commonly used cases.
• Theoretical measure of optimality of a projection pattern for this task, and experimental validation of the effectiveness of the proposed patterns. 
A. Motivation
Among numerous depth sensing methods, stereo systems are by far the most popular solution, due to their simplicity in hardware and algorithm. With a fully-calibrated stereo camera system, the depth for a pixel can be computed by simple triangulation if the location of the corresponding point in the other view is known (Fig. 2 a) . For passive stereo systems, this correspondence search is the biggest problem and significant effort has been invested over a few decades to solve this problem [1] . From simple Sum-of-AbsoluteDifference (SAD) of pixel values to quite complex Graph Cut algorithms, the resulting quality of depth estimation varies greatly, and the required processing time varies accordingly from tens of milliseconds to a few hours per frame. Most of the extra computational cost is spent toward filling the holes in untextured regions.
By actively projecting light patterns if the depth estimate quality improves significantly without costing extra expensive computations, this 'active stereo' system would be a good alternative to the traditional passive stereo systems. Figure 1 (a) shows a typical passive stereo output when the scene lacks texture. Figure 1 (b) is the output of the same scene using the same algorithm just with an additional pattern projected. The experiments show that by adding this simple pattern projector a typical stereo unit turns to a high-quality dense depth sensor, and we believe this will benefit many robotics researcher especially in robot navigation and human robot interaction.
B. Prior Work
Among many approaches in active depth sensing algorithms, we focus on triangulation-based methods, such as space-time stereo [2] , [3] or structured light [4] , [5] . The underlying idea of active triangulation-based methods is, if every point in the epipolar search range is marked with a unique signature, one can easily match pixels between two views by comparing their signatures.
Space-time stereo algorithm is a simple but very effective extension to the traditional passive stereo method, for it can estimate a dense depth map regardless of the amount of texture in the scene. With carefully designed projection patterns, it is possible to create intensity profiles in the observed spatio-temporal pixel blocks, that can be distinguished from other pixel blocks on the epipolar line. Thus, designing a set of projection patterns that minimizes the possibility of ambiguous matches is critical for robust and reliable depth recovery.
Structured light approaches devote more effort towards designing unique signatures at each pixel, however they require specific steps for decoding, i.e., reconstructing the signature itself from the observed image. Then it is used to identify which ray from the projector reaches the observed point, thus triangulation becomes possible. One benefit of this approach is that it only needs one projector and one camera. On the other hand, if the target surface is too far or too dark and if it is not possible to correctly identify the signature from the image, depth estimation of the surface is inaccurate.
When the target scene changes over time due to either self-motion or other moving object, active methods that use multiple video frames may have motion artifacts in the depth estimate. It is more desirable to use just one video frame to prevent these motion artifacts, however many such structured light methods only generate sparser depth estimates [4] .
Many active projection patterns, especially in structured light methods, use multi-level pattern intensity (such as sinusoidal variations or by setting the levels to off, low, or high) to encode more information into each pattern [6] , [7] 1 . If the target environment is naturally lit environment, not a dark room, and if the desired depth range is large, for example from 0.5 to 5 meters, multi-level patterns can not be used due to many practical reasons, such as cameras' limited dynamic range and safty limits of active projectors. In this paper multi-level patterns are not discussed or compared to the proposed pattern.
In this paper, we present novel non-recurring De Bruijn sequences by modifying Bruijn sequences [8] not to have any 1 A projection pattern using multiple colors can be thought of as multiple binary patterns projected at the same time in different spectral channels. (a) Stereo camera system and correspondence search over an epipolar line. (b) Relation between a projection pattern and a graph. In this example, each vertical stripe is interpreted as an alphabet (green rectangle), and 2x2 subimage (red square) is represented as a node in the graph. As the red square moves to right, the corresponding node in the graph must be connected as a chain, and each node must be visited only once. Refer text for details.
recurring alphabets in the sequence (details are explained in Section II). The projection patterns built from a nonrecurring De Bruijn sequence guarantee that the spatial or spatio-temporal neighborhood block at each pixel is unique along the epipolar line within the cycle of the sequence. The projection patterns generated by expanding the alphabets in the sequence temporally work perfectly with the space-time stereo algorithm and it outperforms the pattern sets used in the previous work (shown in Section III). One can also make one projection pattern by expanding alphabets over spatially. This pattern will work with any stereo algorithms that uses SAD, SSD (Sum-of-Squared-Distance) or a similar measure, and it will greatly improve the depth estimate in textureless regions.
It is also possible to use the proposed pattern as a structured light method, by explicitly detecting signature at each pixel, but we do not discuss this due to space limitation.
II. NON-RECURRING DE BRUIJN SEQUENCES

A. Problem Formulation
In most stereo algorithms, correspondence search is performed by moving a small window around a pixel in the other image along the epipolar line and comparing the samesized window in the original image (Fig. 2 a) . If a pattern is projected on a surface, the small window at a pixel in the left image and the corresponding window in the right image will have similar intensity patterns, if Lambertian surface reflectance is assumed and if foreshortening effect is not large. From now on we will focus on the projection pattern itself instead of its images in two stereo cameras, since if the window in the projection pattern is unique, the imaged windows at the projected surface will also have unique intensity profiles. Suppose each width-1 subwindow in the projection pattern as an 'alphabet', then the entire pattern becomes a length-N 'string' and each window in the pattern is a 'substring' of the alphabets. What correspondence search does is scanning the string and comparing the windows in the left and right images. If all substrings encountered in the scanning process are unique, the correspondence will be searched without any ambiguity. For mathematical formulation, we consider the string (projection pattern) as a graph with each substring as its node. Edges connect the nodes when one node corresponds to the next window position of the other node in the scanning process. Fig. 2 (b) illustrates this.
To generate a projection pattern consisting of unique subwindows, we first investigate the properties of De Bruijn sequences [8] . A De Bruijn sequence is a cyclic sequence whose length-n subsequences appear only once in the sequence.
Definition Given a set of k alphabets A = {a 1 , . . . , a k } and a positive integer n, a De Bruijn sequence B(n, A) is a cyclic sequence of the alphabets in which all possible length-n sequences of A appear exactly once.
For example, B(2, {0, 1}) is a sequence containing all length-2 sequence of {0, 1}, i.e. 00, 01, 11, 10 only once, and the sequence 0011 is one such example. De Bruijn sequences are generated from a De Bruijn graph constructed based on the following definition.
Definition A De Bruijn graph G B (n, A) is a directed graph {V, E}, where V is a set of all possible length-n permutations of A, { a 1 a 1 ...a 1 , a 1 a 1 ...a 2 , ..., a k a k ...a k }, and E is the set of directed edges {(s l s 1 ...s n−1 , s 1 s 2 ...s n−1 s m )}, i.e. the last n − 1 alphabets of the source node are same as the first n − 1 alphabets of the sink node. The label of each edge is the last alphabet of its sink node.
A Hamiltonian cycle of G B (n, A) or an Euler cycle of G B (n−1, A) corresponds to a De Bruijn sequence B(n, A). For example, the first example sequence in Fig. 3 (a) '0011' is a Hamiltonian cycle '00-01-11-10' of Fig. 3 (b) and the second sequence '00010111' is an Eulerian cycle starting at the edge '0' from the node '11' of the same graph. The third 
sequence '001122021'is a Hamiltonian cycle of Fig. 3 (c) .
B. Non-recurring De Bruijn Sequence
De Bruijn sequences have been used in many fields, including depth sensing using structured light approaches. The biggest problem in applying De Bruijn sequences for depth sensing is that each alphabet is not directly sensible from the images. When a series of '0's are observed in the images, it is not possible to tell how many alphabets are in the original sequence, since the width of observed alphabets varies as the surface pose changes (foreshortening effect). Most of the prior works in structured light use convensional De Bruijn sequences and try to separate alphabets in the observed images, for example, by putting separators between alphabets [4] (Fig. 10 c) , or applying XOR operations [9] ( Fig. 10 d) , Instead, we modify the sequence itself to eliminate recurrences while maintaining the core property of De Bruijn sequences.
To remove all recurring alphabets from De Bruijn sequences, we simply need to remove the nodes with recurring alphabets from the De Bruijn graph. Let us denote this modified De Bruijn graph as G B (n, A). We now define nonrecurring De Bruijn sequences, and show that Hamiltonian cycles (or Eulerian cycles) of the modified De Bruijn graph are non-recurring De Bruijn sequences.
Definition A non-recurring De Bruijn sequence NB (n, A) is a cyclic sequence without any recurring alphabets, in which all possible non-recurring length-n sequences of A appear exactly once.
Lemma Let a modified De Bruijn graph G B (n, A) be a graph after removing all nodes with recurring alphabets in their labels in G B (n, A), Then a Hamiltonian cycle of G B (n, A) is a non-recurring De Bruijn sequence.
Proof: From the definition of a De Bruijn graph, each node represents a length-n subsequence and a Hamiltonian cycle generates a cyclic sequence that contains all subsequences, enumerated by sliding the subsequence window by one character in the sequence.
Let G B (n, A) be a modified graph from G B (n, A) by removing all nodes with recurring alphabets and corresponding edges, e.g. Figure 4 (b,c). G B (n, A) contains all nonrecurring length-n subsequences as its nodes, and therefore Hamiltonian cycles of G B (n, A), if exist, are non-recurring De Bruijn sequences.
From the definition, a non-recurring De Bruijn sequence is the longest sequence whose length-n subsequences are unique, and we can use the sequence to build a projection pattern without worrying about recurring alphabets (see Fig. 4 A for example sequences). It is not clear whether a non-recurring De Bruijn sequence always exists for any n and A in general. However, we can prove that there always exists a De Bruijn sequence when n = 2, and describe an algorithm to generate one.
Proposition
The following algorithm generates a nonrecurring De Bruijn sequence NB (2, A).
Proof: In a De Bruijn graph G(2, A), the parents and children of a node with recurring alphabets always have direct links between them, since if a path xa → aa → ay exists, then an edge xa → ay always exists. Therefore when the nodes with recurring alphabets are removed, Hamiltonian cycles passing through the nodes can 'detour' along the alternate edges connecting their parent and child.
When n=2, simply one can generate a non-recurring De Bruijn sequence from a De Bruijn sequence by removing one in every recurring alphabet pairs in the sequence. For example, B(2, {0, 1, 2}) = 001122021 → 012021 = NB (2, {0, 1, 2}). The length of a non-recurring De Bruijn sequence NB (2, A) is k(k − 1) where k = |A|.
C. Symmetric Non-recurring De Bruijn Sequence
To project a few fixed patterns into space, the simplest optical system may be implemented with a laser diode as a light source and diffractive optical elements (DOE) which creates a designed pattern from the diffraction of light. Multi-level DOEs can generate arbitrary patterns, whereas binary DOEs can only generate mirror symmetric patterns. In reality, binary DOEs are much easier to design and fabricate since diffraction itself is symmetric. From this practical reason, we pursue mirror symmetry in non-recurring De Bruijn sequences. For notational brevity, all indices in subscripts are stating from 0 in this section. It is not easy to find a Hamiltonian cycle which is symmetric directly from the modified De Bruijn graph 2 . Instead, we present an algorithm to generate a symmetric non-recurring De Bruijn sequence when n is 2 and k is a prime number larger than 2. The following algorithm generates a symmetric non-recurring De Bruijn sequence of indices (0, . . . , k − 1) to the alphabets.
Proposition
The following algorithm generates a symmetric non-recurring De Bruijn sequence SNB (2, A) when k = |A| is a prime number. The subsequence generated by each inner loop execution always starts with 0, followed by the index whose distance on the circle to the previous output is a. The next of the last index is 0 (i.e. mod(a × k, k) = 0). Since k is a prime number, each inner loop execution outputs all possible indices only once, and each index i a,b is mod(i a,b−1 + a, k) for b > 0. As a is increased from 1 to k − 1, every length-2 subsequences xy in the entire output sequence has a unique pair of starting index x and counter-clockwise distance on circle a xy = mod(y − x, k), which means there is no other occurrence of xy in the sequence.
Also the length of output sequence is k(k − 1) which is the number of all possible length-2 combination of alphabets. Therefore the output sequence generated by this algorithm is a non-recurring De Bruijn sequence.
Proof:
, where i 0 =
. For any location i in the output sequence, 0 ≤ i < k(k − 1), the corresponding a and b can be computed as a = i/k +1 and b = i−k i/k . Also we can decompose c into c = pk+q, where p,q are non-negative integers and 0 ≤ q < k.
(since k is a prime number larger than 2,
2 is an integer). 
Therefore, seq(i 0 + c) = mod Figure 6 shows a SNB (2, {0, ..., 6}), which is used in the experiments in Section III. Note that {0, ..., 6} is the maximal set of alphabets for three bit planes, since 0 (000) and 7 (111) can not be distinguished from observation.
D. Optimality Measure
Now we discuss the optimality of the proposed pattern. We define the 'penalty' as a numeric value quantifying potential corruption or loss of information when a certain size of window is used for matching. If we use larger window than necessary, we may miss some fine structures or introduce (motion) artifacts. The actual number is dependent on specific cases including camera speed, object size, surface characteristics, etc.
If p x ,p y are the penalty for spatial axes and p t for temporal axis, we define the penalty as p . This penalty roughly models the inverse of the probability of the observation in the search window is correct when the scene is dynamic. When N rays are given, the gray code requires log 2 N bit-planes, thus the penalty is p log 2 N −1 t (no penalty on spatial axis). Similarly, when n=2, the XOR coding [9] 
√ N −1 t since actual spatial resolution is half due to separators. The proposed algorithm has Figure 7 shows the penalties over various N values when spectral penalty is same as temporal penalty. For most N and reasonable choices of p s and p t , the proposed algorithm gives the least penalty.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We used a stereo implementation and a space-time stereo implementation using SAD measure. The search window (5× 
, are reported as the final disparity map (L/R check). This implementation uses purely local comparisons for maximal efficiency, and no global adjustments such as dynamic programming or graph cuts are used.
Our implementation uses NVidia's CUDA framework for faster computation, and space-time stereo implementation runs at 30 fps for 320×240 with 200 (subpixel) disparity levels and 5 × 3 × 3 spatio-temporal window at each pixel, on a generic desktop workstation with an NVidia GeForce 8800 Ultra GPU. Figure 8 shows the experimental setup (a), a rectified image frame (d), and results using space-time stereo (b,c,e,f). Note the observed projection patterns become faint when the reflected surface is far or its color is dark (Fig. 8 d) as discussed in Section I. After L/R check, most of erroneous matches in the left disparity map disappears and we can observe clear depth discontinuities on the object boundaries while maintaining dense scene reconstruction. The algorithm successfully recovers fine structures such as cables on the table (Fig. 8 e,f) or fingers (Fig. 8 b,c) , since only two stripes are enough to establish a unique signature.
Depending on the algorithms to be used and the configuration of the stereo system, different types of projection patterns are to be used. The pattern presented in Fig. 6 (c) is one for generic SAD or SSD grayscale stereo algorithms. The spatial y-axis is used to encode the bits of alphabets, thus entire sequence is built into one binary image. For this pattern to work, the stereo parameters must be chosen appropriately. The search window must be large enough to contain the projected substring in the image, and the maximum disparity must be smaller than the observed length of the sequence. These requirements are not particularly hard to satisfy in reality.
For space-time stereo, each bit-plane becomes a separate projection pattern, and each bit is stretched out along y-axis (Fig. 6 b) . In this case, the projector does not have to be on the baseline.
We also tested the single projection pattern (Fig. 6 c) (a) with our stereo implementation. Figure 1 (a) shows a typical disparity map of untextured scene after applying our stereo implementation. After L/R check stereo fails to give any depth estimate for most of regions and it also gives several incorrect depth estimates. Figure 1 (b,c,d ) are the result after the pattern is projected to the scene, which clearly shows the effectiveness of the proposed pattern. In this case there are no motion artifacts since only one pair of frames acquired at the same time are used. Since both alphabets and the sequence are encoded in one pattern, the physical arrangement of the projector and cameras are more important than space-time stereo. There are two requirements for best performance; 1) the pattern's horizontal axis must be parallel to the stereo baseline, and 2) it is desirable to have the projector's optical center on the baseline. When these are met, the observed pattern is well aligned on the epipolar lines regardless of the position and orientation of the target surface. In the experiments we are not to meet the second requirement, and in Fig. 1 the wall facing sideways is not correctly reconstructed.
A. Comparison with Prior Arts
In this section we show experimental comparisons with previous approaches used in space-time stereo literature [2] , [3] . The same space-time stereo implementation is used with different projection patterns and different temporal window sizes. We tested three projection pattern sets, the proposed patterns from a symmetric non-recurring De Bruijn sequence (SNB) with 3 binary patterns (Fig. 6 b) , a Gray code (GRAY) with 6 binary patterns (Fig. 10 a) , and randomly generated binary patterns (RAND) (Fig. 10 b) .
For a static scene, we changed the temporal window size from 1 to 7 and tested how much erroneous reconstruction is present in the resulting disparity map. The mask is manually (a) (b)
pattern. The perceived image can be decomposed by using demodulation and the phase of the sinusoidal signal can be recovered. The technique is pretty robust against the object appearance thanks that the albedo is cancelled during the phase calculation. However, the authors state that some problems are observed near edges or regions with sharp variations on albedo or depth. A real-time application for global scene reconstruction based on video sequences was implemented with this pattern. The resolution obtained was enough for allowing human-computer interaction. However, the resolution obtained by the modulated pattern could be insufficient in order to obtain dense and accurate reconstructions of objects with high level of detail. Another recent technique avoiding the use of multiple colours was presented by Koninckx et al. [20] . In this case, a stripepattern of alternating black and white stripes is projected. In order to distinguish the stripes several parallel coding-lines intersecting the stripes with a certain angle are also included in the pattern. All the coding-lines have the same colour, which is green by default even if it is on-line adapted taking into account the object predominant colour. A drawback of this technique is that no dense codification occurs, since only the intersection points between stripes and coding-lines are actually encoded. These intersection points can be decoded by using the epipolar geometry of the camera and the projector. Then, for every image scan-line along the orthogonal direction of the stripes a unique stripe is encoded while the rest must be relative labelled to this one. The authors proposed to solve the relative labelling of all the stripes by using cues from the graph theory [21] .
In this paper we focus on classic one-shot techniques based on coloured stripe patterns. These techniques, even if they are typically limited to colour neutral or pale objects, are very powerful in terms of accuracy and resolution. Our goal is to propose a new coding strategy for improving theresolution of stripe patterns without loss of accuracy in the 3D measurements. Section 3 presents the new pattern and how it increases the resolution of similar existing patterns.
A proposal of a new hybrid pattern
In this section, we present a brief review of two classical one-shot techniques and afterwards a new hybrid pattern combining the advantages of both of them.
As already mentioned in Section 2, there is an important group of one-shot techniques which are based on coloured multi-slit and stripe patterns. Multi-slit patterns introduce black gaps between the coloured bands of pixels so that two consecutive slits can have the same colour. The black gaps also allow intensity peaks to be detected in the images. Every intensity peak corresponds to the central position of a certain slit. Thus, the reconstruction step consists of triangulating the central point of the projected slits with the corresponding intensity peaks detected in the image. We refer to this reconstruction strategy as peak-based reconstruction.
On the other hand, in stripe patterns no black gaps are introduced between the coloured bands of pixels. Therefore, adjacent stripes cannot share the same colour (hue level). In such patterns, edges between stripes are searched in the image. Every edge located in the image can be triangulated with the corresponding edge from the projected pattern so that an edge-based reconstruction is performed.
Note that in multi-slit patterns an edge-based reconstruction is not suitable since a certain amount of the intensity of a slit is integrated over the surrounding black regions. Therefore, the edges in the image do not really correspond to the edges in the pattern definition. Such problem already appears when multiplexing binary codes by projecting a sequence of binary stripe patterns of successively increasing frequency [22] . As stated by Trobina [23], the best solution in these cases consists of projecting every one of the binary stripe-pattern and its negative version. Then, by intersecting the intensity profiles of every pattern pair the edges can be detected with high accuracy. Unfortunately, this solution is not applicable to one-shot techniques. Note also that in the case of coloured stripe patterns a peak-based reconstruction is neither feasible since the pattern is projected with a flat intensity profile.
Let us now briefly present two representative patterns belonging to this group of one-shot techniques. These patterns will be used to evaluate the performance of the new pattern presented at the end of the section.
An example of stripe-pattern
A recent powerful technique based on a coloured stripepattern was presented by Zhang et al. [15] . The pattern is 
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A recent powerful techniqu pattern was presented by Zha built from a reference disparity map to cover well lit regions only (Fig. 9 e) . Figure 9 (b,c,d) show the reconstructed disparity maps (overlaid with the mask) when the temporal window size is 3. As designed, The SNB gives very clean reconstruction, whereas RAND shows small artifacts where the intensity profile is not unique and GRAY simply fails due to lack of distinguishability (GRAY uses 6 bit planes, but the temporal window size is only 3. When the temporal window size is 6, GRAY also gives clean result, see Table I ). Table I shows the root-mean-squared (RMS) error to the reference disparity map, and average standard deviation of disparity values at each pixel. The SNB gives good disparity maps with smallest temporal window as compared to the other two patterns. The effect of temporal window size is more prominent when there exists a moving object in the scene. We simulated (f,g,h) Dynamic scene results overlaid with the masks. Note that certain regions are incorrectly reconstructed due to the object motion, and that the region grows as the temporal window size grows. this case using stop-motion animation; when the object is slightly moved to a new location, three SNB patterns were projected to build the reference disparity map for the current frame, then each bit pattern from SNB, RAND and GRAY are projected. For each frame, we built the mask manually from the reference disparity map, and compared the reconstruction results from three pattern sets. Figure 9 (f,g,h) illustrate the effect of motion. We can observe that the motion artifact grows as the temporal window gets larger, and this can be verified in Table I .
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose novel non-recurring De Bruijn sequences and the projection patterns for stereo and spacetime stereo algorithm. The proposed patterns are designed to work with the existing stereo algorithms without any changes, and they greatly improve the coverage and quality of depth estimation even in untextured areas, whereas all good properties of stereo algorithms are still maintained. We present a few experimental comparison with prior work and also a theoretical optimality analysis to show that the proposed pattern set outperforms previous methods in most cases.
Together with our real-time implementations of stereo algorithms using GPUs, we are able to compute high resolution and high quality depth maps in real-time (≥ 30 fps). For the experiments, an off-the-shelf desktop projector is used, however we are building miniature projectors which is very small and consumes low power. Upon completion, we plan to use the stereo-projector rig in visual navigation, human robot interaction and environmental object sensing research.
